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WHY
Content Marketing
to Educators?

At MDR, we’re content marketing evangelists
because educators are a unique audience that is
perfectly suited to the relationship building that
content marketing supports:
• Educators spend more time online than the general
population does; they’re looking for valuable content
• Educators prefer to work with allies; valuable, relevant
content shows your commitment and intentions
• According to the Content Marketing Institute, 96%
of the most successful B2B content marketers say
audiences view their company as trusted resource; trust
is a requirement for relationship building with educators
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How Content Helps BUILD

RELATIONSHIPS

Content that is interesting or valuable to your audience helps validate their decision to work
with you, and it has a place at all stages of the sales and nurturing journey. Before you jump
into content creation, think about who you are targeting, and what information they need
along the way.

Top of
Funnel

Middle of
Funnel

Bottom of
Funnel

Before you sell, connect
with content that
INTERESTS

Give something to get
something with content
that ENGAGES

Grow the relationship
with content that
NURTURES

Provide helpful and
interesting solutions to your
customer’s wants, needs, and
challenges. Raise awareness
with ads, blogs, videos, or
infographics.

Demonstrate value by offering
usable materials in exchange
for a lead with lesson plans,
software downloads, product
samples, or webinars.

Help prospects evaluate your
offering, while nurturing your
relationship and establishing
trust with customer stories,
demonstrations, mini-classes,
or comparison sheets.

Audience: Entire Target
Universe

Audience: Prospects from
Target Universe

Audience: Qualified
Prospects/Leads

GOALS

GOALS

GOALS

›› Increase website traffic and
create brand awareness
›› Promote thought leadership
›› Grow long-term organic traffic
›› Grow retargeting lists
›› Increase engagement

››
››
››
››

›› Grow retargeting lists
›› Nurture and convert leads into
loyal customers
›› Increase retention
›› Increase buying frequency
›› Upsell/cross-sell

TYPES OF CONTENT

TYPES OF CONTENT

TYPES OF CONTENT

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

›› In-depth Educational Resources –
Ebook, Guide, Whitepaper
›› Demo Video
›› Quiz/Survey
›› Webinar
›› Free Sample Download
›› Free Lesson Plans

›› Demo/Free Trial
›› Pricing Comparison/Product
Spec Sheet
›› Customer Success Stories
›› Discount Coupon
›› Webinar

Blog Posts/Articles
Social Media Posts
Email Newsletter
Infographics
Images/GIFs
Digital or Print Magazine/Book
Podcast
Video
Microsite
Primary Research

Grow retargeting lists
Grow opt-in email lists
Increase engagement
Initiate customer acquisition

KEY METRICS

KEY METRICS

KEY METRICS

››
››
››
››

›› Number of marketing-qualified
leads
›› Email opt-in list growth
›› Email open/click-through rate
›› Offer conversion rate
›› Retargeting list growth

›› Number of sales-qualified leads
›› Offer conversion rate
›› Promo email open/click-through
rate
›› Retargeting list growth
›› Average customer value
›› Retention rate
›› Buyer frequency

Retargeting lists growth
Site engagement rates
Number of inbound links
Traffic by channel
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Which Types of CONTENT

APPEAL to Educators?

We’re glad you asked! Each year, MDR collaborates with clients on
hundreds of content campaigns. In this report, we’re presenting the content
that received the biggest response from education audiences in 2018 and
tips on achieving success with your own with content marketing in 2019.
Here are top performing pieces of content from 2018 by content type:

ARTICLES AND BLOG POSTS
Themes that worked best:
66 Teacher perks/deals/discounts
66 Opinion posts on timely issues affecting teachers’ daily lives
66 Useful content that helps them be better teachers

Top
Article

check it out 

2,500,000 pageviews (yes, that’s millions!)
WHY IT WORKED: This provocative article addressed a hot topic in
parenting and teaching with a cheeky but compassionate tone.
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OTHER TOP ARTICLES
Target Is Having a Teacher
Prep Event

Teachers Should Be Allowed
to Wear Jeans

348,000 views

297,000 views

9 Things Teachers Need if
the U.S. Ever Wants Another
Globally Competitive
Generation

20 6th Grade Science Projects
That Will Wow Your Students

238,000 views

133,000 views
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DOWNLOADABLE POSTERS, INFOGRAPHICS
AND GUIDES
Themes that worked best:
66 Content that makes teachers’ lives easier and saves them time
66 Inspiring content that gives them ideas
66 Anything to help them decorate their classroom

Top
Downloadable
Content

check it out 

26,000 downloads
WHY IT WORKED: Tips and How-To’s that make a teacher’s life
easier are always welcome. This helpful video includes instructions, a
link to templates, and even some ideas of what to print on Post-Its.
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OTHER TOP DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT
Free Printable Bookmarks

Classroom Voice Levels Poster

22,000 downloads

8,000 downloads

Inspirational Reading Posters

Inspirational Teaching Posters

7,000 downloads

7,000 downloads
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EMAIL
Themes that worked best:
66 Speaking to teachers’ real-world experience
66 Showing how content aligns with teaching/school priorities
66 Offering a gift or reward for participation in a survey

Top
WeAreTeachers
Editorial Email

Subject Line: These teacher dress code rules are insane

Delivered Emails: 91,024
Total Open Rate: 75.15%
Total Click Rate: 25.33%

WHY IT WORKED: Real talk is music to the ears of teachers. And
humor can take the edge off day-to-day frustrations.
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Top
WeAreTeachers
Promotional
Email

Subject Line: 3 Newbery Award-Winners That
Teach Empathy

Delivered Emails: 50,412
Total Open Rate: 47.83%
Total Click Rate: 2.44%

WHY IT WORKED: Why are THESE books worth my time? This
subject line got right to the point and answered that question.
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Top School
Leaders Now
Editorial Email

Subject Line: Teacher Social Media Survey: Win
a $100 Amazon Gift Card

Delivered Emails: 30,543
Total Open Rate: 54.54%
Total Click Rate: 9.41%

WHY IT WORKED: Give to get is part of the implied marketing
contract. If you’re asking for an educator’s time, make it worth their
while.
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Top School
Leaders Now
Promotional
Email

Subject Line: These Ideas Will Infuse Motivation
Into Your School

Delivered Emails: 24,674
Total Open Rate: 13.81%
Total Click Rate: 1.71%

WHY IT WORKED: School principals and administrators are hungry
for content that offers actionable tips on improving school culture, as
the free guide offered with this email does.
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GIVEAWAYS
Themes that worked best:
66 The chance to win an experience, rather than a product,
garnered far more entries
66 Offering school supplies that teachers would not normally
purchase for themselves
66 Books are always a welcome prize for educators

Top
Giveaway

check it out 

20,000 entries
WHY IT WORKED: All teachers multitask, so a cruise (vacation)
that’s also a learning opportunity (PD) is a plus. Also, this giveaway
speaks to teachers’ love for teaching.
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OTHER SUCCESSFUL GIVEAWAYS
Fellowes Neater Desk

Kinsa Smart Thermometer

13,000 entries

12,000 entries

Dr. Seuss

Dremel 3D Printer

10,000 entries

9,000 entries
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SOCIAL POSTS
Themes that worked best:
66 Image posts vs text-only posts
66 Short videos – How-to, humor, quick tips
66 Inspirational/teacher life quotes
66 Helpful/informational infographics and posters

Top Social
Post

End-of-the-Year Meme

check it out 

6,300,000 reached
WHY IT WORKED: Teachers need a lift just like anyone, and
humor that has an insider element, something only teachers would
appreciate, is especially welcome.
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OTHER TOP SOCIAL POSTS
WeAreTeachers Quote

School Leaders Now Quote

5,200,000 reached

5,800,000 reached
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VIDEOS
Themes that worked best:
66 Short (1 minute or less)
66 How-to’s and tips to make teachers’ lives easier
66 Show actual teachers and students in the classroom
66 Projects and crafts that teachers can do with their students

Top Video

Printing on Post-Its

check it out 

1,429,569 views | 35,000 shares
WHY IT WORKED: Tips and How-To’s that make a teacher’s life
easier are always welcome. This helpful video includes instructions, a
link to templates, and even some ideas of what to print on Post-its.
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OTHER SUCCESSFUL VIDEOS
Pool Noodle Multiplication

Classroom Voice Level

1,455,747 views

1,191,000 views

PE Teacher Does Trick Shots

Calm Down Jars

782,000 views

719,000 views
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Best Practices Deliver Best Results
As you plan your content marketing campaigns, keep in mind these best
practices that we’ve learned from thousands of successful campaigns that
generated the biggest responses from educator audiences.
Show them that you know them
◻◻ Speak their language, using a more informal tone
◻◻ Think about how your product or service addresses classroom problems, then
provide content that focuses on these challenges instead of the product itself
Give them something they can use
◻◻ Provide practical tips and ideas that teachers can use in the classroom
◻◻ Give them free downloads, resources and/or lesson plans
◻◻ Consider doing a giveaway for teachers to provide them with tools or classroom
items that they might otherwise have to spend their own money on
Touch their hearts...help them help their kids
◻◻ Talk about students in a warm and caring way to connect with educators’ love of
their students
◻◻ Use informal language that makes an emotional connection, referring to students
as “kids,” for example
◻◻ Provide information and free resources that help educators teach the whole child
despite an already-packed curriculum
◻◻ Tell stories of teachers who have helped kids overcome challenges or get through
difficult times
Give them something timely or evergreen
◻◻ Consider what is going on in the classroom at certain times of year. For example,
March is testing month, a perfect time to help teachers and their students destress
◻◻ Provide content that can be useful any time of year, such as ways to connect with
parents or tips for keeping a classroom clean and organized
◻◻ Share your content over summer months and holiday breaks—these are prime
times when teachers are looking for content and planning for the upcoming year
or semester
◻◻ Re-promote your evergreen content to get the most mileage out of it throughout
the school year
Make them laugh
◻◻ Re-share funny teacher memes or GIFs and pay attention to content to which
teachers respond well
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More Best Practice Checklists
MDR lives and breathes education. Each year, we assist brands and
organizations with thousands of campaigns across digital channels that
generate responses and results. We’ve developed best practices for email,
web advertising, and social media marketing that you can apply to your
digital marketing to educators.
FROM INSIGHT TO ACTION

FROM INSIGHT TO ACTION

FROM INSIGHT TO ACTION

Email Marketing
Best Practices

Web Advertising
Best Practices

Social Marketing
Best Practices

Email
Marketing
Lessons
Learned

Web
Advertising
Lessons
Learned

Social
Marketing
Lessons
Learned

Get your Email Marketing
checklist 

Get your Web Advertising
checklist 

Get your Social Media
checklist 

CONCLUSION
If there is one unifying characteristic to the “Best of”
content marketing collected in this report, it’s caring:
66Caring about education as a commitment to future
generations.
66Caring about students and about helping them learn
and thrive.
66Caring about educators, wanting to lift their burdens and
help them improve outcomes.
As you embark on your next content marketing campaign, we hope you’ll find
MDR’s best practices and examples helpful as inspiration and infuse your content
with care for students, educators, and for the whole school community.
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For more information about the content examples in this report, or to
arrange for an in-person presentation at your offices for you and your
colleagues, you can reach MDR at 800-333-8802 or mdrinfo@dnb.com.
For additional insights into educators and the education market, visit
MDReducation.com, check out our School of Thought blog, or browse our
other reports.

About MDR
MDR is a full-service school and community engagement partner. A
division of Dun & Bradstreet, MDR is a different kind of marketing
agency, integrating rich data with unique digital, creative, and
branding capabilities. Through partnerships with corporations,
education companies, nonprofits, and foundations, MDR connects
teachers to the tools and resources they need in the classroom
to help build a brighter tomorrow for our nation’s youth. For 50
years, MDR has connected brands, corporations, and nonprofits
with educators, youth, and parents through its database and digital
communities, including SchoolData, WeAreTeachers, WeAreParents,
and School Leaders Now.
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800-333-8802
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